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The New Mutants Superheroes And
Mutant Superheroes and the Cultural Politics of the Comic Book ... 7 Lost in the Badlands: Radical Imagination and the Enchantments of Mutant Solidarity in The New Mutants 7 Lost in the Badlands: ...
The New Mutants: Superheroes and the Radical Imagination of American Comics
Marvel isn’t slowing down when it comes to unveiling new Pride content, and now they’re adding a new, dreamy, queer superhero to their roster. Somnus is the latest mutant in the Marvel universe and he ...
Meet Somnus, Marvel’s Dreamy New LGBTQ+ Superhero
Marvel Comics is set to introduce Somnus, a queer mutant superhero, in a hotly-anticipated Pride-themed comic released in June.
Marvel teases powerful new LGBT+ mutant superhero just in time for Pride month
Over three years ago, the first trailer for “The New Mutants” (2020) enticed viewers with the promise of an X-Men horror film. An avid horror fan who grew up indulging in superhero media, I was ...
‘The New Mutants’ Does Little to Advance the Superhero-Horror Genre
Marvel is revealing more about the character debuting in Marvel's Voices: Pride #1 that "had an extraordinary impact on an X-Man" ...
Marvel reveals more about the new LGBTQ+ mutant character Somnus
Marvel Comics today released new details about The Trial of Magneto, the upcoming miniseries spinning out of the events of the Hellfire Gala. Leah Williams (X-Factor) will write the five-issue series ...
Marvel Reveals New Details on X-Men's Trial of Magneto
To set the record straight, the New Mutants aren’t exactly “new” as that name was actually coined almost four decades ago (1982 to be exact) via the pages of Marvel Graphic Novel #4.
Who are the New Mutants, the next Marvel superhero team to hit the big screen?
Several real-life celebrities like Conan O'Brien, Megan Rapoine, and more will attend the X-Men's epic Hellfire Gala event.
Real-life celebrities to attend the X-Men’s Hellfire Gala
The movie could mark the start of a multi-dimensional Spider-Man show-off against the most iconic villain group in comics: the Sinister Six.
‘Venom: Let There Be Carnage’ Could Be The Next Step Towards A Major MCU Event: The Sinister Six
Marvel’s The Trial of Magneto Kicks Off in August. The Hellfire Gala is still a month away, but we already know it’s not going to end well. A new teaser reveals that mutantkin ...
Marvel’s The Trial of Magneto Kicks Off in August
Marvel has finally started devoting more time to exploring its cinematic universe in the aftermath of Endgame. Last year’s Spider-Man: Far From Home did little to show us the actual chaos that ...
Marvel has a serious superhero problem it needs to fix
The original New Mutants from the comics were the ones in ... X-Men Origins – Wolverine is widely considered one of the worst superhero movies ever made. There were some good things about ...
Every X-Men universe movie, ranked by Rotten Tomatoes
The new Netflix zombie heist flick from Justice League director Zack Snyder is Aliens, Ocean’s 11, and The Wild Bunch rolled into one slick, gory package.
Zack Snyder liberates himself from superhero glumness with zombie heist flick Army Of The Dead
The New Mutants was originally released in 2020, but it is set to become available on HBO Max, opening it up to a whole new audience. The firm is a 20th Century Fox superhero horror film with a ...
The New Mutants on HBO: Cast and the film's reception
New Mutants is an upcoming American superhero film based on the Marvel Comics superhero team of the same name, distributed by 20th Century Fox. It is intended to be the eleventh installment in the ...
The New Mutants
The comic book giant's long-awaited project, “The New Mutants,” led the domestic ... up the heftiest chunk of change for the dark superhero film, according to Deadline. 2 hours ago ...
'New Mutants' box office success sees drive in theaters emerge as nation's top earners amid COVID-19 pandemic
but one interesting point that was brought up was how The New Mutants will play out in a deeply saturated film marketplace. "If we’re going to make a superhero movie, we have to ask ourselves ...
New Mutants will be ''The Shining meets The Breakfast Club'', according to Fox
But now the superhero film is reaching a wider audience with HBO Max. The movie focuses on five teenage mutants being studied at a secret institution. The New Mutants will be available to stream ...
The Best New Movies To Stream On Netflix, HBO Max And Disney+ This Weekend
fans will […] Disney added "The New Mutants" back to its release calendar, setting the "X-Men" superhero adventure to debut in theaters on Aug. 28. The studio also moved "Ron's Gone Wrong," an ...
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